Elegant Four Seasons Place Penthouse Available for Discriminating Buyer
Luxurious Property Offers Incomparable Amenities, View of the City.
Boston, MA (PRWEB) June 10, 2009 -- First Boston Realty International a Boston real estate agency announces
the availability of one of the most spectacular Boston condos being offered for sale at this time. The stylish,
magnificently appointed Four Seasons Place penthouse is a gem property, ideally suited and situated for a person
who demands the full array of amenities and who also wants to make a statement with his or her residence.
Leisurely, luxurious living at its finest is exemplified by this unique penthouse, according to Geoffrey Gibbons of
First Boston Realty.

"Even in this day and age when there is a high number of Boston luxury condos on the market for sale, it remains
rare that a property this lovely, this compelling is available," Gibbons noted. "I am hard pressed thinking of
another of the Boston condos in the city that can out-pace everything that can be found at this Four Seasons Place
penthouse."
Featuring enviable views of both Beacon Hill and The Public Gardens, the penthouse conveniently is located in
the heart of city and directly next to the Boston Common Properties. "Truly, this property is in the center of the
very best that Boston has to offer - beyond what can be found with any other high end Boston condos," Gibbons
noted.
The sterling residence comes complete with three bedrooms and a library, four baths and complete access to all
of the services available through the Four Seasons Hotel. The property has a private, three vehicle garage and
around the clock professional concierge services. There is a comprehensive fitness center on site, including a
pool. Uniformed Four Seasons door attendants stand duty around the clock. http://www.firstbostonrealty.com
"It is not an understatement to say that the Four Seasons is iconic. Identified internationally with style, elegance,
sophistication and 'the very best of everything,' all of which would become a prime feature of day to day living in
this Four Seasons Place penthouse home," Gibbons said.
In addition to being a remarkably comfortable home, the property also ideally is suited and situated for
entertaining. "When it comes to any of the other fine Boston condos, this address is in a league of its own,"
Gibbons remarked.
The penthouse, unit #1515, is offered at $8.95 million. The residence has 4,022 of incomparable living space.
The condo fee is set at $7,860 per month with real estate taxes for 2009 of $42,967.
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